THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF LIGHT

PROFESSIONAL LED SYSTEMS

AXION lighting fixture
low energy consumption
long lifespan of the LED light source
high luminous efficiency of LEDs
dust-tightness and splash-proofness
built-in power supply system from OSRAM
low operating costs
easy installation
100% ecological product
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AXION

AXION lighting fixture is an innovative
lighting product of the LEDBERG
company. Thanks to the LED technology
the luminaire is marked by very low
power consumption, professional
quality and a compact and aesthetic
design. AXION lighting fixtures are
designed to replace older types of
lighting (fluorescent, incandescent and
other lighting fixtures).

Quick and easy installation is possible due to the fact that the lamp body is
integrated with a light source and a specially designed power system. AXION fixtures
have mounting brackets, so that the lamp is connected to one another, allowing you
to create a line of light.
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Applications of AXION LED lighting fixtures
depending on the colour temperature
5,000 K (daylight colour)
production halls
garages
warehouses
technical rooms
sports halls
workplaces
clinics and hospitals

4,000 K (neutral colour)
commercial pavilions, shops,
shopping centres
car parks
corridors
supermarkets
underpasses and other
pedestrian strings

3,000 K (warm / soft white colour)
grocery stores
shelves with food
living rooms and playrooms
nurseries and kindergartens
relaxation room
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Product Information

Electric power
Dimensions (mm)
Luminous flux
Voltage power supply
LED
Power supply system
Luminous efficiency
Colour temperature
CRI
Light distribution angle
Lifespan of LED source
Ingress protection
Appliance class
Body
Lampshade
Mounting height
Certifications

AXION 1000

AXION 1500

AXION 2000

AXION 3000

35 W

50 W

80 W

100 W

1995 x 60 x 57
≤ 10 000 lm

2980 x 60 x 57
≤ 15 000 lm

1004 x 60 x 57
≤ 5000 lm

1504 x 60 x 57
≤ 7500 lm

AC 230 V
OSRAM
OSRAM
≤ 156 lm/W
3,000 K / 4,000 K / 5,000 K
Ra ≥ 80
120°
≤ 80 000 h
IP 54
I
anodized aluminum
transparent or matte*
3-6 m
CE, RoHS, EMC, LVD, Hygienic Certificate

*Light transmission of a matte lampshade is 87%

Manufacturer:
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